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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The European Project - Digital Video Broadcasting recommends that the European
Union adopt a directive which can attack audiovisual piracy in digital video broadcasting.
Based on a report of its Task Force on Antipiracy Legislation, the DVB Project has found that
such a directive could be modelled on the Recommendation of the Council of Europe which
provides for legal protection for encrypted television services.  The Recommendation is
suitable for attacking today's analogue audiovisual piracy.  In the digital environment, a
directive should also address

the quantitative increase in the forms of audiovisual piracy;

the standardization of DVB consumer equipment; and

the introduction of new media services beyond classic broadcasting.

Some further changes could be introduced in the directive which reflect the experiences in
Europe fighting audiovisual piracy.  Most notably:  criminalization of possession of pirate
decoders and customs control made more effective.

Adopted in 1991, the Recommendation of the Council of Europe prohibits -- with penal,
administrative and civil sanctions -- the manufacture, importation, distribution, commercial
promotion and advertising, and possession of decoding equipment

designed to enable access to an encrypted service by those outside the audience
determined by the encrypting organisation.

"Decoding equipment" is defined as any device, apparatus or mechanism designed or
specifically adapted to enable access in clear to an encrypted service.

As part of a number of measures adopted in September 1994 on conditional access, the
Steering Board of the DVB Project declared that adequate legislation against piracy is a
necessary complement to technical security measures.  The Task Force on Antipiracy
Legislation was formed to make specific recommendations on antipiracy legislation to the
Steering Board.  The Task Force, composed of members of the DVB Project, also reviewed
existing antipiracy laws in many countries within Europe.

Adopted by its Steering Board at its meeting on 7 March 1995, the recommendations of
the DVB Project are part of the advice to public authorities, including the European
Commission, on the regulatory needs to facilitate the aims and objectives of the DVB Project.
The recommendations are a contribution to the official policy framework that removes
obstacles to a market-led and consumer-oriented introduction to a digital video broadcasting
service in Europe.
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The report submitted by the Task Force contains its Recommendations, an Explanatory
Memorandum and, as appendices, copies of the Recommendation of the Council of Europe,
the survey of laws adopted in the several countries within Europe and the Study, prepared by
Kornmeier & Schardt, Rechtsanwalte, on Measures against Piracy of Encrypted Programmes.
A copy of the full report including the survey and Study can be obtained from the DVB Project
Office.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The Steering Board of the European Project - Digital Video Broadcasting recommends
that

1. the European Union adopt a directive modelled after Recommendation No. R
(91) 14 of the Council of Europe on the legal protection of encrypted
television services

modified to take account of new factors in digital video broadcasting:

a. the directive should be a constraining instrument applied across the
European Union to ensure that there are no longer any "low-
protection" countries;

b. the sanctions, including penal sanctions, for audiovisual piracy should
be sufficiently onerous to discourage commercial pirates;

c. the definition of "Encrypted service" contained in the Recommendation
should be broadened to extend protection to new media services; and

d. confirmation that the protections within the European Union against
counterfeit goods (notably Council Regulation (EC) No 3295/94 of 22
December 1994 laying down measures to prohibit the release for free
circulation, export, re-export and entry for a suspensive procedure of
counterfeit goods) are applicable against pirate decoders;

and further modified to reflect the experience within Europe of application of
the Recommendation:

e. personal possession of pirate digital decoders should be criminalized;

2. the European Commission and other institutions of the European Union
include the directive referred to in paragraph 1 as a measure to be adopted by
PECO states for the purpose of

improv[ing] the protection of intellectual, industrial and commercial
property rights in order to provide . . . a level of protection similar to
that existing in the Community, including comparable means of
enforcing such rights

under the respective Europe Agreements with such states (for example,
Europe Agreement with Poland, art. 66(1), O.J. L 348/17 (31 Dec. 1993));
and

3. the Council of Europe continue its efforts to encourage adoption of the
Recommendation by its member states and consider modification of the
Recommendation consistent with paragraph 1.
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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM

1. INTRODUCTION.

Within Europe, audiovisual pirates are already capable of attacking the technical
measures taken by pay television services to protect today's analogue television signals.  In
response, pay operators (and those supplying conditional access services) improve their
encryption systems to counteract the "hacking" of decoders.  They also use legal means -- both
criminal and civil -- to stop the activities of pirates or to make them commercially unattractive.
The countries of Europe today have a patchwork of laws against pirates.  Some are based on
the Recommendation of the Council of Europe1.  In other countries, there is no express
protection, for example in Germany and in many states of central and eastern Europe.  Other
legal theories may be available to prosecute claims.2

Pay operators and conditional access providers believe that the Recommendation is
generally satisfactory as a measure to combat today's audiovisual piracy.  The
Recommendation could be improved in the light of experience.

Digital video broadcasting will present new challenges for combating audiovisual piracy.

The Task Force on Antipiracy Legislation of the European Project - Digital Video
Broadcasting was asked to make recommendations on the legal measures needed to combat
audiovisual piracy.  The DVB Project has found that such measures are needed as a necessary
complement to technical security measures.  These technical security measures include the
common scrambling algorithm to be specified by the DVB Project for digital video
broadcasting.

2. COUNCIL OF EUROPE RECOMMENDATION.

In 1991 the Council of Europe adopted the Recommendation on the legal protection of
encrypted televisions signals.  Since then it has been used as the basis for antipiracy laws in
several countries within Europe.  The Recommendation is an attractive model for national laws

                                               
    1 Recommendation No. R (91) 14, adopted by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe

on 27 September 1991, on the legal protection of encrypted television signals
    2 For example, for claims based on laws relating to unfair competition; telecommunications;

copyright, patent, trademark and other intellectual property; software protection; and customs.
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because its efficacy has already been demonstrated and it is addressed to all the member states
of the Council of Europe (a wider group than the 15 Member States of the European Union).3

The Recommendation is also attractive because it is easy to understand and to apply.  It
is an instrument which the police can easily enforce because it addresses a well-defined object -
- the pirate decoder -- and its manufacture, importation, distribution, commercial promotion
and advertising and possession.  Other legal theories could require more complex offers of
proof in order to obtain a seizure of illegal decoders or a criminal conviction.

The Task Force considered in what way the Recommendation should be modified to take
account of the novel factors which will arise in digital video broadcasting.

3. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR DVB.

The Task Force identified three factors which should be addressed in any measure to
combat piracy in digital video broadcasting:

a. The Task Force concluded that there will be a quantitative increase in the
forms of audiovisual piracy described in Recommendation.   There will be
more pay, encrypted audiovisual services; the aggregate number of subscribers
will increase throughout Europe; the installed base of decoders will grow
substantially.  As the market for pay services grows, the manufacture,
distribution and marketing of pirate decoders will become commercially more
attractive.

One lesson to be drawn from this conclusion is that a instrument more
constraining than the Recommendation is needed.  The Recommendation is in
the nature of a model law.  What is required is an instrument like a directive of
the European Union addressed to its Member States.4

b. A second conclusion drawn by the Task Force is that the availability of
standardized DVB equipment throughout Europe will make cross-border
piracy more feasible.  The DVB Project has proposed specifications for digital
video broadcasting.  These specifications will be implemented into DVB
consumer equipment, including IRDs and decoders.  Among the specifications
is a common scrambling system.

                                               
    3 Within the European Union, piracy matters were initially linked to the Commission's work on

copyright, Green Paper on copyright and the challenge of technology, COM (88) 172 (7 June
1988), but then postponed at the time the Commission began work on its directive on copyright for
cable and satellite transmissions.   Broadcasting and copyright in the internal market:  Discussion
paper prepared by the Commission of the European Communities on copyright questions
concerning cable and satellite broadcasts, s. 5.3.2 (Nov. 1990).

    4 Of course, the Council of Europe should continue its efforts to encourage Member States to adopt
antipiracy legislation following the model of Recommendation.  Indeed, the Council should
consider adopting further more constraining instruments.
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The adoption of the common scrambling system across Europe increases the
commercial attractiveness of attacking the system.   More pirates will attempt
to "hack" the system.  Because DVB consumer equipment will be
standardized, it is possible for pirate IRDs and decoders,5 manufactured in
one European Member State, to be used in a second.  Pirates will manufacture
in countries with a low level of antipiracy protection and export to states with
higher levels.  Moreover, there is the danger of a significant increase in cross-
border importation of pirate decoders by individuals for private use in their
home country.  The problem is enhanced, of course, in the market for DVB
services transmitted to the consumer by satellite.

From this conclusion, it is apparent that there is need for harmonized rules
across Europe to limit cross-border piracy.  The rules in Europe on counterfeit
and pirated goods, contained in a recently adopted Council Regulation, should
be applied to pirate decoders.6  In addition, there should be consideration of
stronger rules, indeed criminalization, of possession of pirate decoders even
for private purposes.

c. A further conclusion is that the range of DVB services will extend far beyond
the passive "couch potato" television services we know today.  The
standardized DVB consumer equipment may contain many functionalities for
new media services, including capacity for interactive services, pay-per-view,
video-on-demand and delivery of games.

With this in mind, the definition of "Encrypted service" in the
Recommendation should be re-examined.  The definition speaks of "television
service", that is "intended for direct reception by the general public".   The
explanatory memorandum accompanying the Recommendation could be
changed to take account of these new services.  It would be ironic that laws
based on the Recommendation would apply to pirate decoders to the extent
they enable access to a classic subscriber service, but not in respect of piracy
of VOD services offered through the same decoders.

4. IMPROVEMENTS TO THE RECOMMENDATION.

Pay operators and conditional access providers already have significant experience
applying laws based on the Recommendation in combating audiovisual piracy in analogue
television.  As a result of that experience, the Task Force on Antipiracy Legislation has found,

                                               
    5 By "decoders" we follow the meaning of Decoding equipment in the Recommendation:  "any

device, apparatus or mechanism . . . "  Thus the Recommendation covers not only a classic decoder
box, but also module suitable for a common interface, smart cards, etc.

    6 Council Regulation (EC) No 3295 of 22 December 1994 laying down measures to prohibit the
release for free circulation, export, re-export or entry for a suspensive procedure of counterfeit and
pirated goods, O.J. No. L 341/8 (30 Dec. 1994).  Pirated decoders could fall outside the definitions
of "counterfeit goods" and "pirated goods" (unless the pirated decoder, for example, uses the
trademark of a pay broadcaster).
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and the Steering Board recommends, that the measures set out below be included either in the
EU directive addressing decoder piracy or as modifications of other EU instruments.

The most important further measure to improve enforcement of antipiracy laws is to
criminalize possession of pirate decoders.  As noted above, criminalization of possession will
discourage the growth in the cross-border market in pirate digital decoders.  It will also
improve the ability to prosecute cases where it is difficult to prove commercial intent.7

There are other areas where amendments to existing laws could help in combating
audiovisual piracy:  For example, encryption algorithms could be more explicitly protected as
software.  In addition, sanctions generally could be improved:  it is unfortunate that the
Recommendation allows for "penal or administrative sanctions".  Sanctions should be set at a
level appropriate for felonies.  This would discourage piracy.8  Similarly a pay operator harmed
by a pirate's actions should be able to recover for its losses based on a copyright level of
damages.  Finally, broadcasters should be able to find protection against piracy in every
Member State of the European Union.  In other words, antipiracy legislation in a Member
State should not be limited to broadcasters licensed in that state.9

                                               
    7 For example, if possession is not a criminal act under an antipiracy law, the defendant may claim

that  pirate smart cards in his possession were intended for his personal use.  How many cards are
needed to show commercial intent?  What if the defendant has a practice of holding only three
cards at any time in his shop?  Similarly, a pirate decoder may be installed at the headend of an
SMATV system serving an apartment block.  Here again commercial intent may be hard to
demonstrate, but it is clear that the person installing the pirate decoder should be penalized.

    8 For example, the draft German law would impose a fine of only 20,000 DM, characterizing piracy
as merely an "administrative offence".  In contrast, French law provides for imprisonment of up to
two years for certain piracy activities.

    9 For example, UK legislation against piracy cannot be used by non-UK broadcasters.
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DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES OF THE

DVB TASK FORCE ON ANTIPIRACY LEGISLATION

The Task Force on Antipiracy Legislation of the DVB Project was formed in May 1994
by decision of the Ad-hoc Group on Conditional Access.  The participants in the Task Force
included representatives of pay and commercial broadcasters and conditional access suppliers.
Carter Eltzroth of FilmNet was named as chairman.

The Task Force surveyed legislation existing and proposed in Europe to combat
audiovisual piracy.  Because of the scope of this work, the DVB Project, upon the
recommendation of the Task Force, engaged as special counsel Andreas Schardt of Kornmeier
& Schardt, Rechtsanwalte, Frankfurt.

The Task Force reported on its progress to the Steering Board and to the Ad-hoc Group
on Conditional Access, most recently on its conclusions at the Ad-hoc Group's meeting on 16
February 1995.  Its report was adopted by the Steering Board of the DVB Project on 7 March
1995.

The Steering Board is grateful to the ministries of Member States and to others for
furnishing copies of their antipiracy legislation.  These are available from the DVB Project
Office.



∗ Not included. Available from the DVB Project Office.
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APPENDICES

1. Recommendation No. R (91) 14, adopted by the Committee of Ministers of
the Council of Europe on 27 September 1991, on the legal protection of
encrypted television signals

2. Survey of European national antipiracy legislation*

3. Study, prepared by Kornmeier & Schardt, Rechtsanwalte, on Measures against
Piracy of Encrypted Programmes*
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